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Plan
The former PSLOs consistently included the same core tasks of problem solving (testing and troubleshooting), critical thinking 
(diagnosing issues), and technical application (performing repairs), pointing to the fact that these are the essential skills that 
our students need in order to be successful Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics and that they are already goals 
for student learning that are introduced and developed across the program. ASE faculty therefore undertook the effort to 
redevelop the program’s student learning outcomes so that they would be applicable to content across our courses and 
instead be based on discrete skills and observable behaviors.

Assessment Activity
The Department Chair and ASE Faculty met with the Assessment Coordinator met to review the old PSLOs, discuss what 
improvements needed to be made, and develop new PSLOs that would focus on measurable and observable skills rather 
than just content of the classes. Using Bloom’s Taxonomy as a resource for the concrete action verbs needed, we focused on 
articulating what those essential skills look like within the Automotive Technology industry.

Now that we have developed a strong set 
of core PSLOs that isolate the skills and 
behaviors that graduates should develop 
and master throughout the ASE program, 
we plan to assess five of the new PSLOs 
using the institution-level rubric for 
Critical Thinking and Problem Solving 
according to the mapping on the right.

We will conduct this assessment over 
the course of the 2017 assessment cycle 
and then gather feedback from faculty 
and our advisory committee on the new 
PSLOs. While we will still be establishing a baseline, the 2017 assessment cycle will provide the data necessary to provide 
evidence of student learning.

Closing the Loop & Next Steps
ISLO 1: Critical Thinking and Problem Solving

PSLO 03: Troubleshoot vehicle systems related to problem 
areas as appropriate for symptoms that present

1A: Interpret, analyze, and assess available evidence, 
information, and ideas.

PSLO 04: Interpret vehicle information to determine a 
diagnosis and repairs needed to correct the problem

1B: Explore implications, inferences, assumptions, and 
alternate solutions

PSLO 05: Clearly communicate findings (diagnosis of problem 
and recommended repairs) to customer in repair order

1C: Construct and defend logical conclusions that are firmly 
supported by sufficient and relevant evidence

PSLO 06: Perform necessary vehicle repairs to correct 
diagnosed problem

1D: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 
response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition

PSLO 11: Express respect and appreciation for coworkers and 
customers in a diverse automotive industry

1D: Formulate creative solutions in consideration of and in 
response to relevant contexts, opinions, and opposition

Problem
The PSLOs for the Automotive Service Technology program needed to be updated as the 
former PSLOs were mainly focused on content of the different modules of the classes and 
program as opposed to measurable, concrete skills. ASE courses generally focus on certain 
areas of certification, such as engine repair, brake systems, and heating and cooling, so 
the old PSLOs encompassed multiple skills and behaviors in favor of similarly isolating 
individual content areas.

As a result, these PSLOs 
functioned more like CSLOs 
because they articulated outcomes 
for specific courses rather than 
those that are developed over the 
course of the program.

Examples of Past ASE PSLOs

 
 

electrical and electronic circuits (SLO 2)

brake and ABS systems (SLO 3)

steering suspension systems (SLO 4)

cooling and HVAC systems (SLO 5)

automatic and manual transmissions (SLO 6)

These discussions led to the identification of key skills areas as opposed to core content 
areas. These skills now form the foundation of our new PSLOs:

Results and Data

Data Collection
1: Collect preliminary information on presenting problem from customer.
2: Examine selected vehicle area to verify the problem.

Diagnosis
3: Troubleshoot vehicle systems related to problem areas as appropriate for symptoms that present.
4: Interpret vehicle information to determine a diagnosis and repairs needed to correct the problem.

Communication 5: Clearly communicate findings (diagnosis of problem and recommended repairs) to customer in repair order.

Technical Application
6: Perform necessary vehicle repairs to correct diagnosed problem.
7: Manage time effectively wh ile conducting repairs.

Professionalism

8: Demonstrate commitment to professional development in the automotive industry.
9: Document compliance with industry practices for automotive repair.
10: Adhere to industry expectations for dress code & professional interactions with coworkers & customers.
11: Express respect and appreciation for coworkers and customers in a diverse automotive industry.


